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IP analysis: English courts considering various types of cases, ranging from IP (in this case 
about whether licences are comparable on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory 
(FRAND) terms) to competition cartels, have to assess whether documents should be 
disclosed broadly, or more restrictively. Certainly in patent infringement actions, the 
disclosure of a process might be regarded as comprising elements of a ‘trade secret’ 
nature, warranting the restriction of disclosure to independent advisers (the ‘external eyes 
only’ club) or to a club which includes named individuals within the other side’s client, 
provided certain conditions are met. In cases such as this, the first instance judge is obliged 
to consider which option to follow. The present decision sets out clear criteria for the 
judges to follow to help achieve the balance of a party knowing the case and evidence 
against them, while preserving confidentiality where it is warranted. Written by Paul A 
Harris, senior partner (IP litigation) at Venner Shipley LLP. 

OnePlus Technology (Shenzhen) Co, Ltd and other companies v Mitsubishi Electric Corp 
and another company [2020] EWCA Civ 1562  

What are the practical implications of this case? 

The need to restrict access to a party’s commercial, in-house, people is one that is understood by 

courts to exist in certain, limited, circumstances. The assessment of whether documents for 

disclosure are suitable to have a confidentiality club created in order to handle them in the litigation, 

is a difficult one for any lawyer acting for a sensitive client to make. Client pressure on its legal team 

to give a document the highest category of ‘external eyes only’ is great, and not always justifiable. 

What this decision establishes are important (albeit non-exhaustive) considerations to be applied 

when it comes to considering the management of disclosure of confidential documents, which 

include: 

• the onus is upon the disclosing party to justify the ‘external eyes only’ category 

• not allowing the other side’s client to see certain documents will be rare and depend 

entirely on the specific circumstances of the case 

• different types of document and what they disclose will require different degrees of 

protection 

• and the structure and organisation of the receiving party is a factor to be considered in the 

way the confidential information is to be handled 

For FRAND cases, this decision highlights that where a defendant is negotiating licences, buys 

standard essential patents (SEPs) itself, and is a potential licensor/licensee, considerable care 

must be exercised in deciding what tier of protection should apply, and who should be 

included/excluded. Knowledge disclosed (which the courts consider will not be forgotten) should not 

be used in other negotiations which might give that party a commercial advantage. Nevertheless, 
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some indication has been given as to the usefulness or otherwise of certain documents (such as 

assignments) to a receiving party, and how they should therefore be treated. 

What was the background? 

In a case concerning SEPs, in particular whether the patents were infringed and the terms offered 

to license them were FRAND, the respondent claimants were ordered (at the case management 

conference (CMC) stage) to disclose all licences which had been granted in respect of the SEP 

patent pool. The CMC judge, to protect the commercially sensitive and confidential details relating 

to terms, established a three-tier confidentiality regime: 

• attorney (ie external) eyes only (AEO) 

• highly confidential material (HCM) which was AEO people plus named individuals from 

each appellant defendant client, and 

• ordinary disclosure governed by CPR 31 

Out of documents disclosed, 36 were designated (or redesignated) AEO, and 115 were HCM. The 

defendants nominated various individuals from the defendant clients: in the case of the ‘Oppo’ 

defendant, only one was acceptable. The evidence showed the size of each defendant’s 

IP/litigation/licensing departments ranged from six lawyers and negotiators to 11 individuals who 

litigated/negotiated licences. However, the refusal to accept nominated individuals to the HCM club 

stemmed from the fact that they had already been involved in negotiating licences: giving them 

access to detailed confidential documents would give the ‘Oppo’ defendant specific knowledge 

useful in future negotiations. 

The defendants, in separate applications sought to challenge the SEP patentees’ refusal to accept 

certain individuals (the ‘Oppo’ appeal) and to redesignate all AEO documents as HCM ones (the 

‘Xiaomi’ appeal). 

The judge redesignated six AEO documents as HCM ones, refused to accept the nominated 

individuals into the HCM club, but provided for alternative named individuals to be accepted on the 

basis of giving specific undertakings not to participate in the negotiations for FRAND licences or 

litigation. The defendants appealed. 

What did the court decide? 

Prior to the Court of Appeal hearing the appeals, as a result of the exchange of skeleton arguments 

in the Oppo appeal, the Oppo appeal parties sought to reach agreement. The terms were that the 

nominated individuals could see the six redesignated AEO documents and one HCM document, 

provided the counterparties in the licences to be disclosed were named, and the individuals gave 

undertakings not to be engaged in negotiations for FRAND licences with those counterparties for a 

period of two years. The appeal still went ahead. 

In considering the approach that the judge had taken, Lord Justice Floyd (giving the lead judgment) 

concluded that what was now accepted and apparent, had not been before the judge. His 

approach, therefore, was correct. Although Floyd LJ considered it would be wrong for the court to 
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assess and make any order on the ‘new’ terms, he made clear that if these could not be agreed, the 

Patents Court could hear the matter again. Accordingly, the Oppo appeal was dismissed. 

In the Xiaomi appeal, the two main arguments were that the judge applied the wrong test and had 

reversed the burden of proof as to who must justify the category of AEO (the party seeking it). Floyd 

LJ made clear this was not the case, and that the judge was correct to reject Xiaomi’s ‘blanket 

approach’ to redesignation. That appeal was also dismissed. 

Case details:  

• Court: Court of Appeal, Civil Division 

• Judge: Floyd, Males and Lewis LJJ 

• Date of judgment: 19 November 2020 
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